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ABSTRACT 
In industry, the current practice concerning geometrical specifications for mechanical parts 
is to include both dimensions and tolerances. The objective of these specifications is to 
describe a class of functionally acceptable mechanical parts that are geometrically similar. 
To ensure that their functionality in respected during, assembly designers have to apply 
tolerance analysis. A model based on either worst-case or statistical type analysis may be 
used.  
 
This paper explains both types using the Jacobian-Torsor unified model. For statistical 
tolerance analysis we consider Monte Carlo simulation and for the worst case type we 
consider arithmetic intervals. Although the numerical example presented is for a three-part 
assembly, the method used is capable of handling three-dimensional geometry. 
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1. Introduction 
Tolerancing decisions can profoundly impact the quality and cost of products. Thus to 
ensure that functional requirements for an assembly are respected, the designer determines 
the dimension chains and definitions for each part using the specifications described for 
tolerancing. The tolerance values can then be calculated using the worst-case or statistical 
approach. In our work we analyze how both methods can influence the results obtained, 
using our Jacobian-torsor model. We also describe the example we used to study these 
methods.  
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2. Related Works 
Tolerance model variables are derived from a variety of tolerance models, represented either 
in conventional plus-minus or geometric tolerance formats. The assembly response system 
noted by functional requirement (FR) may also be represented in two models: closed 
mathematical and relative positioning. In the closed mathematical model, mathematical 
equations are formulated and the design function variations calculated through applying 
the equations directly. In the relative positioning model, an optimization model is used 
instead of the closed mathematical equations. Using the closed mathematical model, in 
previous papers a tool for deterministic tolerance analysis was presented [1], [2] which used 
an interval arithmetic formulation: 
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: Small displacement torsors were associated with some functional 
requirements (play, gap, clearance) represented as a [FR] vector 
or some Functional Element uncertainties (tolerance, kinematic 
link, etc.) were also represented as [FE] vectors; where N 
represents the number of torsors in a kinematic chain; 
1 6 FEiJ J    : A Jacobian matrix expresses a geometrical relation between a [FR] vector and some corresponding [FE] vector;  
, , , , ,u v w     : Lower limits of , , , , ,u v w    ; 
, , , , ,u v w     : Upper limits of , , , , ,u v w    . 
 
In this work, the SDT or Small displacement torsor with interval scheme was adopted to 
represent future deviation and the Jacobian matrix has suggested for mapping all SDT in a 
dimensional chain. The following section describes these elements.  
 
Small Displacement torsor with interval: The concept of the small displacement torsor 
(SDT) was developed in the seventies by P. Bourdet and A. Clément, in order to solve the 
general problem of fitting a geometrical surface model to a set of points. In its first form this 
concept was largely used in the field of metrology. In tolerancing we are more interested in 
surface or feature (axis, center, plane) variations relative to the nominal position. The 
components of these variations can be represented by a screw parameter, and this screw 
parameter is then called a small displacement screw. It may be used directly in its generic 
form to represent potential variations along and about all three Cartesian axes [3]. 
 
Described in [4] is an inventory of all standard tolerance zones, along with their 
corresponding torsor representations and geometrical constraints. For a given functional 
element, a torsor represents its various possible dispersions in translation (u, v, w) and in 
rotation (, , ) as opposed to its remaining degrees of freedom (represented here by zeros). 
The following table shows the various classes of tolerance zones, their corresponding torsors 
and their constraints, as suggested by Desrochers and adapted, with minor changes, from 
[1,2]. 
 
ZONE PLANAR 
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represent future deviation and the Jacobian matrix has suggested for mapping all SDT in a 
dimensional chain. The following section describes these elements.  
 
Small Displacement torsor with interval: The concept of the small displacement torsor 
(SDT) was developed in the seventies by P. Bourdet and A. Clément, in order to solve the 
general problem of fitting a geometrical surface model to a set of points. In its first form this 
concept was largely used in the field of metrology. In tolerancing we are more interested in 
surface or feature (axis, center, plane) variations relative to the nominal position. The 
components of these variations can be represented by a screw parameter, and this screw 
parameter is then called a small displacement screw. It may be used directly in its generic 
form to represent potential variations along and about all three Cartesian axes [3]. 
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element, a torsor represents its various possible dispersions in translation (u, v, w) and in 
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Table 1. Small Displacement torsor with interval  
 
Jacobian matrix: The purpose of the Jacobian matrix is to express the relation between the 
small displacement of all functional elements (FE) and the functional requirement (FR) 
sought. In this matrix therefore the columns are extracted from the various homogeneous 
transform matrices  relating the functional element (FE) reference frames to that of the 
functional requirement (FR). 
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i,  and Zi iX Y of reference mark i in reference mark 0.  
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: Position vector defining the origin for the reference frame i in 0. 
The Jacobian matrix is formulated by: 
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Where 
3 3
n
iW     is a Skew-symmetric matrix [5] allowing the representation of the vector 
n id d  
  with ni n idx dx dx  , ni n idy dy dy   and ni n idz dz dz   knowing that and 
 
n id d  can be 
obtained from the transformation matrix in equation (2). 03 3 3 3n iiW R         should be used to 
directly obtain the first three elements in the fourth, fifth and sixth columns of the Jacobian 
matrix. 0 3 3
iR     represent the orientation matrix of reference frame i relative to 0 (from 
equation (2)). 
 
The Jacobian-torsor model can be expressed as follows:  
 
    iFR J FE  (4) 
Where 
 
 FR  : 6x1 small displacements torsor of the functional requirement; 6x1small torsor displacements for the functional requirement; 
 J  : 6xn Jacobian matrix; 
 iFE  : 6x1 individual small displacements torsors of each part in the chain, i = 1 to n; and n represent is the total number of functional elements in the chain; 
 
As shown, column matrix [FR] represents the dispersions around a given functional 
condition where the six small displacements are bounded by interval values. Similarly, the 
corresponding column matrix [FEs] represents the various functional elements encountered 
in the tolerance chain where intervals are again used to represent variations on each 
element. Naturally, the terms in this expression remain the same as those used in 
“conventional” Jacobian modeling [15, 16]. 
 
Thereafter we build on this model through applying the statistical analyses (Monte Carlo) 
and deterministic analysis (Worst-Case). 
 
3. Analysis tolerances 
In this method we apply deterministic and statistical tolerance analysis in order to compare 
the results. In our research, tolerance analysis consists of an assembly simulation with 
manufactured parts, i.e. parts with geometric variations. Deterministic and statistical 
tolerance analyses make use of a relationship expressed by Equation (5) where Y is the 
assembly response (gap or functional characteristics) and X = {x1,x2, . . . , xN} the values of 
certain characteristics (such as situation deviations and/or intrinsic deviations) of the 
individual parts or subassemblies making up the assembly. Function f is the assembly 
response function. This relationship can be expressed in any form, in which a value for Y 
given values of X may be computed. An explicit analytic expression or an implicit analytic 
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expression could be used, or the process could involve complex engineering calculations, 
conducting experiments or running simulations.  
 1 2, , , NY f x x x   (5) 
Where : 
1 2, , , Nx x x  : Parameters include dimensional chain tolerances 
Y : Represent the functional requirement [FR]; 
f  : A geometric expression relates the nominal dimension to the assembly’s functionality.  
3.1 Tolerances analysis deterministic 
Generally in tolerance the application of functional analysis involves the entering of 
tolerances for all parts 1 2, , , Nx x x  involved in the dimensional chain, for those ratings 
related to the functional requirements. As output, we obtain the arithmetic value of 
functional requirement Y. Thus, when we want to apply an analysis it is assumed we will 
have a predetermined set of dimensional tolerances. Moreover, this analysis considers the 
worst possible combinations of individual tolerances and then examines the functional 
characteristics. In this approach the arithmetic intervals used have the highest possible 
maximum values [1, 2, 6]. 
 
In the deterministic analysis, we will apply the Jacobian-Torsor model (Equation (5) based 
on equation (1)). The application of this model is based on the arithmetic interval [1, 2, 6, 7]. 
 
3.2 Statistical analysis tolerances 
Same of WC, statistical tolerance analysis uses a relationship of the form (Equation (5) based 
on equation (1)). In this case, the input variables X = {x1, x2, . . . , xN} are continuous random 
variables.  
A variety of methods and techniques allow to estimate the probability distribution of Y and 
the probability of the respect of the geometrical requirement. Essentially, the methods can 
be categorized into four classes according to the different type of function f [8-10]: Linear 
propagation (Root sum of squares), Non-linear propagation (Extended Taylor series), 
Numerical integration (Quadrature technique). Monte Carlo simulation. 
 
So, in the case of the statistical tolerance analysis, the function Y is not available in analytic 
form, the determination of the value of Y involve the running simulation. Therefore, we use 
a Monte Carlo simulation. Indeed, Monte Carlo technique is easily the most popular tool 
used in tolerancing problems [9-10]. Monte Carlo simulation is a method for iteratively 
evaluating a deterministic model using sets of random numbers as inputs. This method is 
often used when the model is complex, nonlinear, or involves more than just a couple 
uncertain parameters.  
 
Statistical tolerance analysis, is based on a very simple thinking: Random number 
generators are used to generate a sample of numbers x1, x2. . . xN, belonging to the random 
variables X1, X2, . . .,xN, respectively. The value of Y, y1 = f(x1,x2, . . . ,xN), corresponding to 
this sample is computed. This procedure is replicated a large number of samples. This 
would yield a random sample {x1, x2, . . . , xN} for Y. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Monte Carlo simulation 
 
Clearly, if statistical tolerances are specified for the inputs (set of (x1,x2, . . . ,xN)), a statistical 
tolerance can be calculated for the output (set of (y1,y2, . . . ,yN)). This amounts to 
determining the average and standard deviation of the output. Simulations can always be 
used to predict these two values. However, there also exist a variety of methods for deriving 
approximate and sometimes exact equations for the average and standard deviation. Details 
can be found in Taylor [11, 12] in these approaches have a variety of names including 
statistical tolerance analysis, propagation of errors and variation transmission analysis. 
Returning to the case where Y = f(x1, …, xn), equations can be derived for the average and 
standard deviation of Y in terms of the average and standard deviation of the xi’s.  
Based on uncertain propagation theory [11, 12], the statistical tolerance for Y (in our context 
Y is FRD.) can then be calculated as follows:  
 
D Dm DFR FR FR   (6) 
 
Where: 
 
DFR  : Represents the functional requirement in direction D, with D is x, y or z. In this paper, we concentred only on the direction in translation, and did not 
evaluate the rotational direction.  
DmFR  : Best value of FR or average of FR. 
DFR  : Deviation of functional requirement, statistical is represented by standard deviation squared. 
Next section shows by an example these methods. 
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expression could be used, or the process could involve complex engineering calculations, 
conducting experiments or running simulations.  
 1 2, , , NY f x x x   (5) 
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a Monte Carlo simulation. Indeed, Monte Carlo technique is easily the most popular tool 
used in tolerancing problems [9-10]. Monte Carlo simulation is a method for iteratively 
evaluating a deterministic model using sets of random numbers as inputs. This method is 
often used when the model is complex, nonlinear, or involves more than just a couple 
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variables X1, X2, . . .,xN, respectively. The value of Y, y1 = f(x1,x2, . . . ,xN), corresponding to 
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4. Numerical example 
The centering pin mechanism in Figures 2 to 5 was used to demonstrate the use of this tool. In 
these figures, we labelled some key tolerances from ta to te. The mechanism featured three 
parts, with two functional conditions as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The purpose of this 
example is to explore the functional condition FR1 (Figure 5). 
 
 
Fig. 2. Pin for centering pin mechanism 
 
 
Fig. 3. Base for centering pin mechanism 
 
 
Fig. 4. Block for centering pin mechanism 
 
The figure below shows the assembly drawing. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Detail assembly for centering pin mechanism with two FRs 
 
In this example, the designer specified an FR1 of ±0.5mm. (For more information, see the 
analysis for this example described in [14, 15]). To meet this objective the designer proposed 
a list of tolerances from ta to tg, as described in the table below. 
 
For this simple example, the relevant parameters are as follows: 
Tolerances values proposed 
ta 0.2 tc 0.2 te H11 : 0.00/0.13 tg 0.1 
tb 0.1 td 0.1 tf h8 : -0.033/0.000 
Table 2. Assigned tolerances values 
Pin 
Block 
Base 
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As shown in Figure 6, the contact surfaces between the parts are first identified. A 
connection graph is then constructed for this mechanism in order to establish the 
dimensional chain around the functional condition FR1.  
 
The resulting kinematic chain contains three internal pairs (FE0, FE1), (FE2, FE3), (FE4, FE5) 
as well as one kinematic pair (FE1, FE2). Note that there are two FRs: FR1 applies between 
(FE0, FE5) and FR2 between (FE3, FE4) and that defined for functional fit 20 is H11/h8.  
 
In this example, we assumed that the reference frames are in the middle of the tolerance or 
contact uncertainty zone, and are associated with the second element in the pairs defined 
above. The kinematic torsor for (FE1, FE2) is considered null because the contact between 
the two planes is assumed perfect, and form tolerances are not being considered here.  
 
 
Fig. 6. Kinematic chain identification 
 
The torsor calculation method accounts for the effect that might result when a tolerance 
dimension or position is imposed simultaneously on the same surface. The tables 3 and 4 list 
the constraints of torsors and there details that will be included in the Jacobian-Torsor 
model. From this, the final expression for the Jacobian-Torsor model and its intervals 
becomes: 
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(7)
The torsor components corresponding to undetermined elements in the kinematic pair can 
then be replaced by null elements, because they do not affect small displacements along the 
analysis direction (w in this case, on axis Z0). Thus, the calculated functional condition 
becomes. By using the approach described in [1, 2], we obtain the following deterministic 
method: Along the Z direction, FRZ = ±0.976 mm. 
FE# Constraints 
FE1 
  / 2
/100; / 80
w ta tb
ta ta 
  
   
 
FE2 
   / 2; / 2
/ 50; / 50
u tc td w tc td
tc tc 
     
   
FE31 
/ 2; / 2
/ 50; / 50
u t w tt ES ei t t 
         
FE4 
/ 2; / 2
/ 30; / 30
u tg w tg
tg tg 
   
   
Table 3. Constraints details 
                                                                 
1 FE3 : contact element between elements 3 and 4 
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The torsor components corresponding to undetermined elements in the kinematic pair can 
then be replaced by null elements, because they do not affect small displacements along the 
analysis direction (w in this case, on axis Z0). Thus, the calculated functional condition 
becomes. By using the approach described in [1, 2], we obtain the following deterministic 
method: Along the Z direction, FRZ = ±0.976 mm. 
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Table 4. Torsor details 
 
In the statistical approach, the random variables generated using last column (Equation (7)). 
Following this generation and based on the principle described in Section 3, the dispersion 
based on this condition becomes functional (where D represents the direction along the axe 
Z):  
ZFR  = 0.00 ± 0.27 mm.D Dm DFR FR FR    
 Fig. 7. Functional requirement distribution 
                                                                 
2 FE3 : contact element between elements 3 and 4 
We can then see that the statistical dispersion is smaller than that of the deterministic 
method because: 
 
 The deterministic method assumes that mistakes happen all at once and are most 
probable. By contrast, the statistical method assumes that the maximum values are 
generated (distribution is normally low) around the average values (in our case the 
average is zero); 
 
 The best estimate functional condition is null, due to the fact that the JT model hides 
ratings in its nominal Jacobian matrix. The results are therefore variations around the 
nominal. In this way we need to extract the face value of the functional condition, which 
can be done by using the homogeneous matrix transformation between the first and last 
repository of the ratings string. This work is the subject of current research. 
 
 We can conclude that the tolerances imposed (Table 2) may be expanded to ensure that 
manufacturing costs will be cheaper, even when we work with the deterministic method 
the results obtained for the condition are very close to the designer’s limits. The statistical 
method enables us to enhance tolerance, but it does not provide any indication of the 
maximum expansion possible.  
 
 From the figure 7, FR has a normally distribution: In probability theory, if C=A+B, if A and 
B are independent random variables and identically distributed random variables that are 
normally distributed, then C  is also normally distributed. [16]. 
 
5. Conclusion 
Tolerance analysis is an important step in design. Proper tolerancing ensures that parts will 
behave as analyzed for stress and deflection. Worst-case tolerancing tends to overestimate 
output variations, resulting in extra costs when output variations are overestimated. 
Statistical tolerancing tends to underestimate the output variations, and quality suffers 
when output variations are underestimated. By using process tolerancing, output behaviour 
may be accurately predicted, thus providing the desired quality at a lower cost. 
We are currently working on a process that will provide expansion coefficients for a 
tolerancing method situated between the statistical and deterministic methods. In practice 
this should enable industry designers and fabrication personnel to handle tolerancing in a 
more effective manner. 
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the results obtained for the condition are very close to the designer’s limits. The statistical 
method enables us to enhance tolerance, but it does not provide any indication of the 
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Statistical tolerancing tends to underestimate the output variations, and quality suffers 
when output variations are underestimated. By using process tolerancing, output behaviour 
may be accurately predicted, thus providing the desired quality at a lower cost. 
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tolerancing method situated between the statistical and deterministic methods. In practice 
this should enable industry designers and fabrication personnel to handle tolerancing in a 
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